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Newsletter 2

Summary

Preview

Calender
Preview:
Sinterklaas, NSZK II, WAVE Winter Tournament, Diner 
Rouler

Review:
NSZK I, Viking Food & Viking Workout, NSWK II

General:
New clothing line, Ragnar’s awesome committees, 
LinkedIn, Vikings Stories

Activity
Sinterklaas
NSZK II
WAVE Winter
Diner Roulet

Date
3 December
9 December
6 & 7 January
12 January

Location
De Kerk
Amsterdam
Delft
Rotterdam

Sinterklaas
Do you guys know that constant feeling of excitement? 
Can’t wait for the 5th of December to finally come around 
either? You can already release some of this tension on 
the 1st of December, during our very own Sinterklaas 
evening! For everyone nice, there will be lots of presents, 
kruidnoten, beverages, and laughter. For everyone 
naughty (you know who you are), there will be some 
tasks that need to 
be fulfilled before 
getting all those 
nice things. Getting 
curious now? Be 
there or be square! 
We will see you all 
tomorrow!
Love and kisses from 
Sint & Piet.

Ps. Sinterklaas will 
have a very special 
surprise for all of 
you.

NSZK II
NSZK II will take place on the 9th of December in 
Amsterdam, where about 40 swimmers and an additional 
20 partygoers will score as many points as possible. We 
hope to see our Vikings in beautiful kids’ party attire.

To	 ......................................................

Date	 .....................................................
Time	 .....................................................
Address	 .....................................................
	 .....................................................
	 .....................................................

From	 ........................................
	 .........................................

Please	come	to	our	party
9	december	2017
12:30	o’clock
Sloterparkbad
President	Allendelaan	3
1064	GW	Amsterdam

The	NSZK	committee	and	
board	of	A.S.Z.V.	SPONS
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Review
NSZK I
In the weekend of October 21st, Ragnar participated in the first NSZK of this season. Our team did very well, as we 
became 6th in the competition. Also, five club records were improved during the competition. For the integration 
bingo, points were scored on both Friday and Saturday. We came in second, only two points away from the first 
place.

Diner Rouler
It might still be quite far away, but this Ragnar classic is 
also approaching! And trust me, you do want to save this 
date. On the 12th of January, Vikings will wander through 
Rotterdam, in search for their next place to get some 
food. Not just any food, but the most creative, delicious 
and budget-friendly Viking-made food! Not by any regular 
Vikings, but by the hottest, fanciest and most glamorous 
Vikings you have ever seen, because we will dine in 
Black tie! So, start thinking who is worth accompanying 
you that evening and start binge watching Masterchef 
like crazy, to fully prepare yourself for Diner Rouler!

㘀 ☀ 㜀 䨀䄀一唀䄀刀䤀
欀䔀刀欀倀伀䰀䐀䔀刀䈀䄀䐀 䐀䔀䰀䘀吀
圀吀䌀䀀搀猀稀ⴀ眀愀瘀攀⸀渀氀

Wave Winter Tournament
Vikings, the first tournament of the season, taking place 
on the 6th and 7th of January, is upon us! Wave Winter 
in the lovely town of Delft will be our first tournament 
destination. Save the date for water polo matches 
combined with partying ‘till you die! The theme of the 
party this year will be Mario Kart. So be creative!
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Viking Food & Viking Workout
Approximately a month ago, 55 Vikings gathered around to have a real Viking night. Firstly, they slaughtered some 
spareribs and ate until they doubled in size. Then they tried to do the impossible: staying afloat while also passing 
around a ball (and that with 10kg Spareribs inside their tummies!). However, they definitely showcased their physical 
abilities (and bodies, oelala!) and the entire evening was a huge success!

NSWK II
Last Saturday, Ragnar was the proud organizer of NSWK 2. We played some awesome matches and ate big delicious 
chicken burgers at Bergpolder! Since the NSWK has a different set up this year and only the first two tournaments 
count, the results are already known. Namely, Ragnar 1 and Ragnar 2 are tied in the FIRST place with only the amount 
of goals making the difference. Who actually won the tournament, will be revealed later! But, we know that first and 
second place will be held by the proud Vikings of Ragnar!

Want to see more like these awesome picture of the 
NSWK? Take a look at Stefan’s instagram @stefanvermeer.
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General
New Ragnar Clothing
Ragnar is expanding its clothing line! In collaboration 
with Kwiek Sport, we managed to add some fancy stuff 
to our current fashion line.
Wednesday was the fitting moment and it was a great 
success! Did you miss it? You can order until the 4th of 
December on www.kwieksport.nl

Ragnar’s awesome committees
An association like Ragnar depends on its committees. Without the fantastic people behind the screen, we wouldn’t 
have tournaments, parties or practices. Here’s a brief introduction.

Activities Committee

Sponsor Committee

Swimming Committee
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PR Committee

Water Polo Committee

Auditing Committee

Ragnar LinkedIn page
As Ragnar is growing and becoming more professional, it was a logic step to make a LinkedIn page. Are you a former 
board member, committee member or in some other way connected to the association? You can join Ragnar’s 
LinkedIn page! Visit it via https://www.linkedin.com/company/ragnarrotterdam/
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The Viking Stories
Chapter 2: Myths, tales, saga, but above all, legends!
Dear Satyrs and Sirens, for some obscure reason I’ve been asked to assist with the NSZK part of the Viking Stories. 
I have not been a board member for some time now, and some of you probably know way more about the dirty 
secrets of our proud association, therefore I’d like you to take this, if you take it at all, as the offering of a curious 
mind. Curious in both senses of the word, avid for information and just plain odd.

I’d like to start off with a story from a long long time ago, before Alex was board member, and even before Jemimah 
was born. Zeus looked down on mankind and saw Prometheus had stolen his fire and gave it to the humans down 
below. He saw that man, too, had the divine spark, and became furious. Zeus punished Prometheus by chaining him 
to the Caucasus, and sending an eagle to pick out his liver every day. Sometimes, at an NSZK, a brave Viking wants to 
relive this feeling. This time Nicky succeeded in doing so, after many drinks she had to leave the bingo competition 
prematurely. We are sure she felt that eagle the next day.

Back to the story; Zeus punished mankind in a subtler way. He ordered Hephaistos to create the first woman out of 
clay, moistened by his spittle. The goddess of love and beauty Aphrodite breathed life into this new being. She was 
called Pandora, which means the all-gifted in Greek. This story forms the roots of another beloved Ragnar tradition. 
As most of you will know, the goal of the evening is to transform the hopeless lumps of clay, the lifeless beings 
bouncing in their reflective ball of apathy and ignorance, into Pandoras. And as we have learned from Hephaistos, 
the clay can be moistened with spittle. A specialty skill some of our members are very familiar with. Linda was on 
point again, Miss from the Forest (not to be confused with Mr Forestfield or Miss Bush) had a nice encounter with 
a Nayad, Miss Gezellie (Ellen the Generous) handed out some kisses. The former swimming commissioner decided 
to play for Aphrodite and breathed life into a well-known person from Leijden. Sadly though, there appears to be no 
plan for a second date. Well Sponge… Suck it up! Our Stunt pilot and a former Aquifer performed wonderfully, and 
what’s in a name? The first part, Mar, is Etruscan for harvesting, and the second part, the Dutch word for kiss This 
former treasurer had fun with two Sinkpieces, and a completely unknown mystery person from Ragnar.

Pandora was equipped with a jar and sent down to earth. Some of you might think it was a box Zeus had given her, 
and that was the error of a mediocre student from Rotterdam who mistranslated pithos into pixys. In honour of his 
mediocrity and inattention to details, which still prevails amongst the students of Rotterdam, our university was 
named after him. Anyways, the jar from the story is symbolized by the old Ragnar use of ‘The Pot’ (translates as The 
Jar) where normally beer is bought from one meter at a time. This time however, some dull-witted individual bought 
not a meter but a Matthias beer, containing over 40 units. This was too much for our Diedje, who ended cold, wet, 
and deserted under a bridge after a random excursion. It came close to our president becoming just a precedent.

In the meantime, we have arrived at the last part of Pandora’s story, Pandora had a wonderful time on earth, but 
after weeks of aching curiosity she couldn’t help herself, opened the jar, and out flew a fast-furious, flapping and 
fluttering, wild wheeling whirling of despicable creatures. Anarchy, disease, hardship, starvation, war, disputes, 
battles and manslaughters, filled the earth for eternity. These words might seem familiar to you if you have been to 
an NSZK before; nowhere can the effects of this tragic event be witnessed more clearly than the competition part 
of an NSZK. Every participant is immersed in and by anarchy, disease, starvation and hardship. But as every cloud 
has a silver lining or as Balkenende once put it, after the sour comes the sweet, going to an NSZK has its perks. The 
party is a paradise on earth, Utopia made real, and you’ll see that at the party little has changed since the story of 
the Greeks.

The mythical event of an NSZK party is not for everyone though, sometimes the pressure can be too much. This 
happened to poor Aad and Kelvin who were kicked out of the party, hopefully they’ll have better luck next time.

Dear Ragnars, I am proud of your performances at the first NSZK in Utrecht. And as perfectly gullible and cosmically 
optimistic as it may seem, I do believe that you are all gods with the power in your kisses, spittle, and beers to 
transform every cruel and malicious creature, every pirate, monster or troll, into an all-gifted all-good Pandora, albeit 
for just one night.
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Chapter 3: Thirsty Thursday
Remember remember, the ninth of November

The night of misbehaviour, of some other member
It all began peacefully, no harm was meant

Some drinks in Locus, the bartender poured frequent

But however some denied destiny
Eventually even Peter couldn’t resist the tendency
The night would take us, to where it always does

For all of you unwitting, Friends From it was

We drank, we laughed and we ‘did some dances’
Which in some case led to romances

With blur of memories of Shakira and Tequila
This night you were all, a bit Pandora

Questionmark recovered a long lost Brother
And the unleashed Markiss found herself another

As one may confirm, this treasure
Knows a thing or two about pleasure

Someone with a misguiding relationship status
Who let himself follow a passionated afflatus
And another one, what a gentleman he was

Our very own association’s boss
Giving Bella a different Point of view

His bed was not meant for one, but two!

And then the night almost came to an end 
The night during which it didn’t matter, if you were lover or friend 

But just before the lights went on 
And everybody partied until dawn

Two love birds gave it a shot
It was our big bird, who twisted the plot

He found himself a wet place in the Desert
She fell for him in his white t shirt

For now, we must end this story 
But sooner or later we will return with an allegory

Misbehaviour is what we seek
Because well behaved is for the weak


